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Symmetrically notched beam specimens of concrete and mortar, loaded near the notches by 
concentrated forces that produce a concentrated shear force zone, are tested to failure. The 
cracks do not propagate from the notches in the direction normal to the maximum principal 
stress but in a direction in which shear stresses dominate. Thus, the failure is due essentially 
to shear fracture (Mode II). The crack propagation direction seems to be governed by 
maximum energy release rate. Tests of geometrically similar specimens yield maximum 
loads which agree with the recently established size effect law for blunt fracture, previously 
verified for tensile fracture (Mode I). This further implies that the energy required for 
crack growth increases with the crack extension from the notch. The R-curve that describes 
this increase is determined from the size effect. The size effect also yields the shear fracture 
energy, which is found to be about 25-times larger than that for Mode I and to agree with 
the value predicted by the crack band model. The fracture specimen is simple to use but 
not perfect for shear fracture because the deformation has a symmetric component with a 
non zero normal stress across the crack plane. Nevertheless, these disturbing effects appear 
to be unimportant. The results are of interest for certain types of structures subjected to 
blast, impact, earthquake, and concentrated loads. 

INTRODUcnON 

Cracks in concrete or mortar have been generally 
assumed to propagate in the direction normal to the 
maximum principal stress, which represents the tensile, 
opening fracture mode, designated as Mode I. This 
type of cracking has been observed even for the failure 
of many structures loaded in shear, e. g., the diagonal 
shear failure of beams. the punching shear failure of 
slabs, the torsional failure of beams, the shear failure 
of panels, etc. Ingraffea [1] recently showed that in a 
shear-loaded beam with a starter notch in the Mode II 
fracture direction the crack does not propagate in this 
direction but runs to the side in the direction normal 
to the maximum principal stress. Thus, it has been 
thought that shear fracture does not exist, and the bon 
mot "shear fracture is a sheer nonsense" has been 
heard in some recent lectures. 

Shear fractures have nevertheless been experienced. 
For example. reinforced concrete slabs loaded by an 
intense short-pulse blast often fail by shearing off at 
the support along a crack normal to the slab. Penetra
tion of projectiles into concrete may apparently also 
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involve shear-produced cracks. The possibility of shear
produced fractures is of considerable concern for all 
problems where the shear resistance of cracks due to 
surface roughness (aggregate interlock) is of concern, 
as it is, e. g., for seismic loading of nuclear contain
ments or tall building structures. In these problems it 
is assumed that the shear-loaded cracks have previously 
somehow formed due to tensile loading (Mode I 
loading). More likely, however, the preformed tensile 
cracks would be only partial, discontinuous, and the 
final continuous cracks would be produced by the shear 
loading itself. Therefore, a program to investigate the 
shear fracture of concrete has been undertaken at 
Northwestern University. The first preliminary report 
was given at a recent symposium [25] and a detailed 
presentation of the results is the purpose of this paper. 

TEST SPECIMENS 

The test specimens were beams of constant rectangu
lar cross section and constant length-to-depth ratio 8:3 
(see fig. 1). To determine the size effect, a crucial aspect 
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of fmcture mechaniC'- geometrically <imilat 'pecimen. 
of varia", dep,hs. J _ 1.5. 3. 6 and 12 in. (fig. 2), were 
,"Sled. The specimens of all .i?os were ca>1 from 'he 
same ba,ch of ConCrete or morlar. and ,heir ,hick n"" ... 
b wore th~ same; b. 1.5 in. 

for comparison of spct.;mcns of dirferem 'izes. ,h~ 
choice of ' heir , hickne"e, i. a subtle ques,ion which 
has no clear-cu, answcr. The qu.,;'ion arises wi,h res_ 
peCt '0 ,he dfec' of the probat>le varia,ion of fracture 
~-nergy along 'he crack edge across the ,hickn"". This 
v.rillion is principally due to two dfee,s:; (1) The fact 
,ha, the crack fton, in 'he intcrior of the specimen is 
essentially in plane main, while near 'he surface it is 
essentially in plane """" which causes for elastic beha_ 
>ior an additional >1'e .. singularity at th e surface ,ermi_ 
nation of the crJc~ cdge [21; and (2) 'he fae' that 
nonpiJ nar deformation at crac k fron' ncar 'he 'urface 
may be ca~,"d by failures along planes nonorthogonal 
'" the ,pecim"n ,ides, similarly to the ,hear_lip pheno. 
menon in pla>1ic fracture of metals (P). [4J. 15]). The 
former dfccl would prevail for >1ruelUrC< very large 
compared 10 the aggregate , i>e. which would basically 
follow lineat frac'ure mechaniC'- The latter effoct seems 
10 be mOre importan, for structures of normal ,izes 
becau'e ' he <i>e of the fracture peocess 70ne affected 
hy the ,urface wou ld boe prol'Or(iona! '0 the aggregate 
",." :lnd independen' of Ihe .pecimen <i7-'" Therefore. 
the !atter <ffocl was deemed 10 be more important. and 
(hi, was ,he reason for choo.ing 'hc same thickness for 
specimens of all ,ile" eH<uring 'he same th ickness-Io
aggregate ,izc ,a,io 

A pair of ,ymmctric nO'ches. of depth dl6 and 
'hickn"" 2.5 mm (same thickness for all .pccimcn 
si,esl was cut with a diamond saw in'o 'he hardened 
specimens, (Coml" .. ed to the .pecimcn with a one·sided 
notch used before. ,he .)mmctrically nO'ched specimen. 
in which ,wo ctach propaga'e ,imultancously, is ,im
pier to analy:>el. The 'pecimen, were cast w;lh Iho 'ide 
of dep,h J in a , 'erlical position, u.ing a COnCre,O mix 
wi,h wa'cr-ccmen' ra,io 0,6 and cement -... nd_gr"d 
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ratio of 0,2: 2 fall by weightl. The maxim um gravel 
$i>e was J . _0.5 in. (12.7mm), and 'he maximum sand 
lI"ain ,ize was 0. 19 in. (4,83",m). Mineralogically, the 
aurega'e con.i,ted of crushed lim .. rone and . iliceo", 
river ,and. The aggregate and sand were air·dried prior 
to mi<ing. Portl.nd cement CI50, ASTM Type I, wilh 
no admixture" was used. 

To .'tend the range of rclati>. specimen sizes did. 
and determine Ihe effoct of the ma,imum aggregate 
.ize. a second s<;ri"" of specimen, was made of mortar, 
with Watcr-cement ralio of 0.5 and cement_sand ralio 
of I , 2. The same .and as for lhe COncrete ,pec;mens 
was used. the gravel being <>milled. Thu" the maximum 
aggregale size for the mona, specimens was d. _ 0. 19 
in. (4,83mm). The wa'er-cemenl r"io differed from 
that for conCrele specimens in oroer to acni. , .. appro,i
mately Iho same worbbility. 

Companion cylinders 3 in. (76.!mm);n diameter and 
6 ire (152.4 mm) in length were cast from eacn ba,ch 
of concrele or mOttar [0 ","enain tlte compression 
st'ength. After standard 28-day moist curing, the mean 
compres,ion strength was 1; - 5.500 p,i (37.9MPa) 
wilh standard deviation S,D, _ 125 [><i (0.86MPa) for 
the COnerete specimen •. and 7. 100 p,i (49.0MPaI with 
S.D. _ 107 psi (0.74 MP:l) for ,he mortar s""cimen. 
(each value detormined from 3 cylinde ... ), 

"0- !. - PI!o>ooo""""( '1'«; ..... 01 mi .... -<i= __ tu.. 
.fI..- f ... "",*" 

The specimen, were remo\'ed from the plywood 
fonn> after 1 da)' and were .ubsequen,ly cured for 28 
days ~n til the moment of Ihe te". in a moist room of 
95~~ relative humidity and 7KF (25 ,6"C) temperature. 
Three identical specimen< were Casl for each type of 
'''''(, 

AII'pecim"m were 'e"cd in a 10-ton (89kN) "'rVO_ 
eon,ro lled closed.loop MTS testing machine ( fig, 3). 
TI,e lab"ralory em'ironment had relalive humidily 
al>ou, 65% and temperature about 781" f25.6 ' C). and 
'he <pccimens were e"p"sed to ,his environment appro· 
,imately 3 hours boefort the "art of the test. 

The shear loading wa, produced by a ,ystem of 
steel beam, 'hown in figUT", I and 4, which applied 
eoncentratc"t! vertical load, onto Ihe specimen, Th ree 
of the loads were .ppl ied throUllh rollers. and one 
thr<>ugh a hinge, which produced a stalically delenni· 
na'e ,upport arrangement. The steel surface, wore care· 
fully machined so a. to minimize lhe friction On the 
rollef1 
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The di .. ribution 0( ,hc:J.r fo<oo V in the •• rtie:\1 croo 
.. otions. proou~ by this load armn~tmenl. i. shown 
in fillurc !. N",. Ihal Ih~ lQ;jd. wer. appl~d rdali.ely 
clOK to ,he nOtc/les.. .., •• to pt"oouoc a n."ow "'!ion 
0( ~ high . hear torce. Howc'" •. the loads r;oukl nOt bt 
100 do .. 10 the notch. Or c\K Ihe <>one",le under lhe 
,up",," would , hear off l<>ca lly before ,he overall ,hear 
frac,ure could be produced. To p •• ve"l this trom 
h~pptning. 'he Ioad-dimibut;ns ... ed plale undc:. lhe 
",lit. eould not be 100 ""'311. .nd . fter........, experimen_ 
lation a . uilablc ,i, .. of the support pla,e was determ; _ 
ned. For the four . ptdm.n si, ... ,he , upport plate. 
U"J.e. the rollo .. and ,he h,ng. had 'he wid,hs 0( 0!2S
o. S. I and 1 in. 16.H. 12.1. n.~ and SlUmm). The 
dist~nt;<: 0( the lQ>td. fn)m lhe notch ui . .... as al .... ay. 
I;~PI a. d/l2. The Ihid"e" of .11 loadinll p-ialc.< was 
(I.l~ in.I6.J~mml . 

The 'pe<:imcns -'" lested al co .... "'nl di:splattmoOn, 
,..te of lhe machin<:. For each specimen .i"" the di.pl _ _ 
menl roll. w .... I.ctod <0 .. 10 achien ,he maximum 
load ;n a boul S m;nu tes 1:.1() "'mndsl. I In r."o.""" .. 
ho .... ~r. it sa:m, it miy,1 b~\"C been beller for mUlual 

<:(lmparuons '0 ~boo:«: di'plllCt!mc:nl rales .uch Ihal lhe 
nue 0( propagation of ,he Cf;oct fmnl would be about 
the same lor all specimen sizJes. .. """ this .... ould <:(lme 
nco.rer 10 elimin~tin8 Irom lhe comparison. for diffo· 
renl specimen I i ... th. strain rale and .i.e""I .. stic 
dfecu in tbe ,.KlUre process zone.) 

TT.'lT RFSUL TIi 

The axh were found to propagal. U >Itow" in 
fiBU'" -I. This proves lhal . hc:J.r fractu", uis .... i. ••• the 
crae. CJn propaaate in Mode lI. Micro$COpica!iy, of 
course. the .hUr fracln", i, likel y 10 fonn a.s a ;woo 
0( ;n~Ji_ '.nsile mi<:.ocr.o~k. which only laler conncel 
by shearin&-

TIte presently obocrved crIlck di rection 0001=', wilh 
Ihal ob"""",d by inll'aff.a ill in hi' ICSI . ketch~d in 
'isua , ... Thil l." differed by its wider separation or 
Iheloading po,nu. For comp:l1isoo lbe pn::5C'" type 0( 

tesl was oJ.., ttput.c:d with .. wider "'paratio" 0( {he 
loading points. In Ihal cur: Ihe craele, propaia led from 
lhe notch lip basicall y in the direction Donnal 1o lh. 
muimum prindpaL ........ same :as obscr>e<l by Inaral· 
Ie> (see fig . Sb). In both the presen, type of..,,\ (JQ-. 
1) and the Ie." with Ihe wide .he" zone (fig. , ... b) 
the ,Ir,," fieldS near the f';I(:ture fronl arc similar. SO 
It>c: crack >omehow 'len"" th. , lress field romol. lrom 
It>c: cnd;s.. and ~nds 10 II. Co"""! .... n'ly. lbe .. res. 
rteld near the fracture fmnt, as well as the <train .nd 
.train energy den,ily field, ""ar Ihe fracIU", front. does 
notllovcm the direction of f,aclure propagation. What 
is 'hen lbe gove,"'"g law? 

The answer is 'hat a Mode I """,k propaplln; 
sideway from the notch lip would . for Ihe pre",n' Iype 
of ,CSI wi th .. narrow shear force zone. quiel;ly run 
into a 10", .cress ZOne 0( Ih. malerial. and would. 
therefore. rdcaS<' lit tle .... ru. On Ihe ot her hand. a 
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vertically running crack (Mode II) continues to remain 
in the highly stressed zone of the material, and can, 
therefore, cause a large release of strain energy. This 
appears to confirm that the fracture propagation direc
tion is governed by the criterion of the maximum 
energy release rate. This criterion has been known in 
theoretical fracture mechanics and is in fact a direct 
consequence of the basic laws of thermodynamics. 

The conclusion that the criterion of maximum energy 
release rate should govern the direction of crack propa
gation is confirmed by the finite element studies repor
ted by Pfeiffer, Bafant, Pan, and Marchertas ([6]-[9]). 
In these studies, the crack band model was used, and 
among all finite elements adjacent to the crack band 
front the crack band was advanced into that element 
for which the energy release from the finite element 
system was maximum. These finite element simulations 
indicated the crack band to propagate sideway when 
the shear force zone was wide (fig. 5 b), and vertically 
when the shear force zone was narrow (fig. 1), which 
is in agreement with the observed directions of crack 
propagation. 

The most important information from fracture tests 
is the maximum load measured. Its values are given in 
table I for all specimens of all sizes, along with the 
mean values. 

TABLE I 

MEASURED MAXIMUM LOADS 

Type Depth Maximum load P, Mean 
of d (lb) 

p 
test (in) 1 2 3 (Ib) 

Mode II Concrete. .. 1.5 1,399 1,484 1,494 1,459 
3.0 2,813 2,837 3,033 2,894 
6.0 5,341 5,621 5,631 5,531 

12.0 9,987 10,067 10,177 10,077 
Mode II Mortar. . .. 1.5 1,719 1,754 1,774 1,749 

3.0 3,221 3,321 3,371 3,304 
6.0 5,321 5,441 5,591 5,451 

12.0 9,277 9,777 10,077 9,710 

Mode I Concrete ... 1.5 405 408 417 410 
3.0 677 706 711 698 
6.0 990 1,040 1,096 1,042 

12.0 1,738 1,739 1,773 1,750 
Mode I Mortar. . . . 1.5 456 508 543 502 

3.0 703 752 777 744 
6.0 1,005 1,059 1,104 1,056 

12.0 1,484 1,582 1,588 1,551 

1Ib=4,448N; 1 in=25.4mm. 

SIZE EFFECT AND FRACfURE ENERGY 

The structural size effect, a salient aspect of fracture 
mechanics, is observed when geometrically similar struc
tures of different characteristic dimensions d are compa
red. This effect can be described in terms of the nominal 
stress at failure. defined as cr."l=Plbd where P=load 
at failure (maximum load) and b = structure thickness. 
While according to the strength or yield criteria used 
in plastic limit design or elastic allowable stress design, 
cr.,! is independent of structure size d, in fracture mecha
nics cr."l decreases as the structure size increases. This 
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is because fracture mechanics is based on an energy 
criterion instead of a strength criterion. 

Based on the approximate but apparently quite reaso
nable hypothesis that the energy release caused by 
fracture is a function of both the crack length and the 
area traversed by the fracture process zone, it has 
been shown by dimensional analysis and similitude 
arguments that, for geometrically similar structures or 
specimens ([10], [11], [12]): 

crN=B f{1 + C~:dJ']-1/2r, (I) 

in which fr is the direct tensile strength of concrete, d" 
is the maximum aggregate size, and Band Ao and r 
are empirical parameters characterizing the shape of 
the structure or specimen. According to the size effect 
law, the plot of log crN vs. log (dldJ represents a 
gradual transition from a horizontal line representing 
the strength criterion (i. e., crN proportional to strength 
fr) to a straight line of slope -1/2 representing the 
energy criterion of the classical, linear elastic fracture 
mechanics (i. e., crN proportional to d- 1

/
2
). 

To calibrate the size effect law once its validity has 
already been established requires specimens whose sizes 
differ no less than 1 : 3. However, to verify the validity 
of the size effect law one needs a much broader range 
of sizes, at least 1 : 10. This necessitates inclusion of 
large specimens in the test program. The smallest speci
men is chosen as small as possible for the given size of 
aggregate. This is the reason for choosing the depth 
of the smallest specimen to be only 3 d". The largest 
practicable specimen for the available testing machine 
was then of depth d=24d,,=12 in. (304.8mm). For 
concrete, however, this size is not large enough to verify 
the size effect law (equation 1), since the last data 
points for concrete in figure 7 a lie too far from the 
limiting inclined straight line of slope - 1/2 correspon
ding to linear elastic fracture mechanics. This was the 
main reason for adding a second series of mortar speci
mens, which makes it possible to extend substantially 
the range of relative sizes dId" without having to test 
still much larger specimens. Even though some addi
tional error is no doubt introduced due to the differen
ces between mortar and concrete other than those due 
to aggregate size d". 

Equation 1 is limited to specimens made of the same 
material, and in particular to specimens with the same 
maximum aggregate size d". If specimens with significan
tly different d" are compared, fr in equation 1 must be 
considered as a variable; according to BaZant [26] : 

fr =f~(1 + Jco/dJ, (2) 

in which f~ and Co are empirical constants. The last 
term of equation 2 has the same form as the well-known 
Petch's formula for the yield stress of polycrystalline 
metals (with grain size dJ but has been derived from 
fracture mechanics rather than dislocation theory. 

The size effect law is verified, within the limits of 
inevitable statistical scatter, by all available Mode I 
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Fig. 6. - Assumed band of tensile microc:rac:ks at the fracture froot. 
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Fig. 7. - Mode II iDdividual test results for s'-r frac:ture of cooc:rete 
aDd mortar shown in the size effect plot aDd the tnosformed linear 
regression plot. 

fracture tests of concrete and mortar [14]. Moreover, 
the size effect law has also been shown applicable to 
the diagonal shear failure of longitudinally reinforced 
beams without stirrups [12], and is probably applicable 
to all the brittle types of failure of reinforced concrete 
structures. Does the size effect law also apply to shear 
fracture? 

The measured maximum load values show that it 
does. They are plotted in figure 7 as the data points, 
while the size effect law is plotted as the smooth curve, 
and a good agreement is apparent. If Co is given, 
parameters Band 1..0 of the size effect law can be easily 
obtained by the linear regression plot in figure 7 b 
because equation 1 can be rearranged as Y = AX + C 
where X=d/da, Y=(ft/crN)2, C= I/B2, A= 1/(A.oB2). 
This means that B = 1/ JC, 1..0 = 1/(AB2) where A repre· 
sents the slope of the straight regression line in figure 

z. P. Safant - P. A. Pfeiffer 

7 b, and C represents its intercept with axis Y. Parame· 
ter Co is determined by choosing various values of Co 

and calculating for each of them the values of B and 
A.o by linear regression. For each Co, the sum of squared 
deviations ( Y - YtesJ of the data points from the regres
sion line is also calculated. Then one can consider this 
sum as a function of Co and determine for which Co 

this function attains its minimum. . 

An advantage of the regression plot is that it also 
yields statistics of the errors, i. e., of the deviations of 
the measured data points from the size effect law. 
According to figure 7, these deviations appear as ran
dom rather than systematic, and their coefficient of 
variation is found to be roy I x = 0.0969, which is as quite 
acceptable for a heterogeneous material with statistical 
properties such as concrete. An unbiased estimate is ro 
Y I x = { [L (Y - YtesJ 2]/(N - 2) } 1/2 If where Y - Ytest are 
the deviations of data points from the regression line, 
N is the number of all data points, and 
Y = (L y)/ N = mean of all measured Y. When the mean 
P for each specimen size are used as the data points, 
then roy I x =0.0861; see figure 8. The values of A, C, 
co, roy I x and of correlation coefficient rc are given in 
figures 7 and 8. Note also that, according to figure 
7 a, linear elastic fracture mechanics would govern the 
behavior of specimens with d/do = 200 or larger. This 
implies for concrete the beam depth of over 100 in. 
(2.5 m), and for mortar over 40 in. (1.0 m). 

0.1.,...----------......,~----_., 
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of Three Tests 

.- 0.04r------------~~~~~~~~~----~ 
. .... 
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Fig. 8. - Mode II "-0 test results for shear fracture of concrete 
and mortar sbowo io the size effect plot aDd the traosformed linear 
regression plot. 
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Another advantage of the size effect law is that it 
provides the simplest way to determine the fracture 
energy G f' As recently shown [141 : 

(3) 

in which A = slope of the size effect regression line (fig. 
7 b in the present case), Ec = elastic Young's modulus, 
and g(C1.0)=G(ao)Ecb2d/P2; G(a} represents the 
linearly elastic energy release rate as a function of a 
where a = ao + c, ao = length of the notch and C = length 
of the crack from the notch tip, G (ao) is the value 
of G evaluated for a=ao, C1.o=ao/d and g(C1.o) is the 
nondimensional energy release rate. The values of 
G(ao) or g(C1.o) can be found in handbooks [151 or 
textbooks ([3], [4], [5]) for many typical specimen geome
tries, however, not for the present specimen. Therefore, 
the value of g(C1.o) was obtained by linear elastic finite 
element analysis; g(C1.o) =2.93. 

Note that J; and da are used in equation 3 because 
the regression plot in figures 7 band 8 b is in nondimen
sional variables in order to allow comparing mortar 
and concrete. Alternatively, the regression could be 
done in the plot of cr.~ 2 versus d, and then f;2 and da 
would not appear in equation 3. For this reason, and 
because the slope of the regression line is the same in 
this plot, the precise values of J; (and da) matter only 
for 1..0 but are immaterial for the value of G f calculated 
in equation 3. 

Regression of fracture data yields only the product 
B J; or B f~, but not B separately. To obtain B, f~ 
must be determined independently. In absence of direct 
tensile test, the values J; were estimated from ACI 
formulaf;~f~=6ft where f; was the measured 
compression strength of concrete and mortar used. 
Then f~ was determined so that the sum of squares of 
the differences f~ [1 + (co/dy/2] - f~ for concrete and 
mortar be minimized. 

Application of equation 3 to the present data yields 
the following values for Mode II fracture energy 
values: 

Gf =5.99Ib/in (1,049 N/m) for concrete, 

G f= 3.30 lb/in (578N/m) for mortar. (4) 

A companion Mode I fracture test series, in which 
three-point bent specimens made of the same type of 
concrete and mortar were used, yields (again on the 
basis of equation 3) approximately the value G f =0.249 
lb/in (43.6 N/m) for concrete and Gf =O.131Ib/in (22.9 
N/m) for mortar. The linear regression plot and the 
size effect plot for the Mode I test is shown in figures 
10 and 11 for the individual maximum load values and 
the mean load values, respectively. The maximum load 
values measured in Mode I are listed in table L 

It is now striking how much larger the fracture 
energy is for Mode II than it is for to Mode L The 
ratio appears to be about 24 for concrete and 25 for 
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mortar. This huge difference seems, however, explicable 
in terms of the crack band finite element model [16] 
which was shown to also describe correctly the crack 
shear resistance [17]. It must be emphasized that the 
same material stress-strain relation [16] was used for 
both Mode I and Mode II finite element solutions. The 
results of calculations based on a rather simple, bilinear 
tensile stress-strain relation with strain softening [16] 
and compression crushing compare with the test results 
as follows: 

Tests: 

G}=O.249Ib./in. (43.6N/m), G?=5.99Ib./in. (l049N/m). 

Finite Elements: (5) 

G}=O.236Ib./in. (41.3N/m), G}I=5.70 lb./in. (998N/m). 

Note, however, that while G} is a basic material 
constant, G? is not since it may be calculated for a 
given specimen geometry on the basis of G}, tensile 
and compression strengths and crack band width. The 
results would be different for a different specimen 
geometry, and we will return to this question at the 
end. 

The pattern of cracking and the crack directions 
obtained by nonlinear finite element analysis according 
to the crack band model are shown in figure 13. The 
Mode I fracture energy is, according to the crack band 
model, represented by the area under the tensile stress 
strain diagram, multiplied by the width of the fracture 
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process zone. In Mode II (shear) fracture, tensile 
cracking is not all that is needed for shear failure. The 
cracks produced by shear are inclined about 31 0

, and 
a connection across the crack band remains after these 
cracks form; it consists of inclined struts of the material 
between the inclined cracks, spanning across the frac
ture (fig. 6). The full shearing failure requires that 
these struts be crushed in compression. Therefore, the 
fracture energy for shear also includes energy obtained 
when the area under the compression stress-strain dia
gram for these inclined struts, including the strain
softening portion of this diagram, is multiplied by the 
width of the fracture process zone. Now, the area under 
the complete compression stress-strain diagram is many 
times larger than the area under the complete tensile 
stress-strain diagram. Thus, it is not surprising that 
the G~-values in equation 4 are far larger than those 
for Mode I fracture. It should be also noted that the 
compression resistance of the inclined struts gives at 
the same time a reasonable value for the shear resist
ance due to aggregate interlock (crack surface 
roughness) [17]. 

While the crack band model and the finite element 
models based on a stress-displacement relation for a 
line crack, such as Hillerborg's fictitious crack model 
([18), [24)), or Willam's composite damage model [27], 
are essentially equivalent for Mode I fracture tests of 
concrete, there appears to be a significant difference 
for shear fracture. Both Mode I and Mode II fracture 
tests can be described with one and the same crack 
band model, but this is not true for the models based 
on the stress-displacement relation. For them some 
additional rule would apparently need to be added to 
make them work also for shear fracture and, in particu
lar, represent the contribution of inclined strut crushing 
or surface roughness (aggregate interlock) to the shear 
fracture energy. 

The size effect law makes it also possible to easily 
determine the R-curve, i. e., the plot of the energy, 
R (c), required for crack growth as a function of the 
crack length, c (measured from the notch tip). The 
conditions for crack propagation are G (a) = R (c) and 
dG (a)/da =dR (c)/dc ([3), [4), [14), [19)). As shown in 
references [14) and [19), the R-curve represents the 
envelope of the fracture equilibrium curves of geometri
cally similar specimens of all sizes (see figs. 9 and 12), 
in which the convex curve for each specimen depth d 
can be plotted on the basis of the measured maximum 
load value, P ([14), [19)). It is essential to use for this 
purpose the maximum load values smoothed by the 
size effect law. If the use of unsmoothed, scattered data 
(as measured) is attempted, then the fracture equili
brium curves do not yield any envelope ([14), [19)). As 
already remarked. the limiting asymptotic value of the 
envelope, i. e., of the R-curve, is the fracture energy 
obtained from equation 3. Figure 9 shows the R-curve 
for shear fracture obtained after smoothing with the 
regression line in figure 7 b, and figure 12 shows the 
R-curve for Mode I fracture calculated back from the 
regression line in figure lOb. Availability of the R-curve 
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makes it possible to approximately calculate failure 
loads of structures with an equivalent analysis based 
on linear elastic fracture mechanics, even though the 
fracture law is nonlinear. 

IMPERFECTIONS OF PRESENT TEST SPECIMENS 

The specimen used in the present tests (fig. 1) is not 
a perfect test specimen to measure Mode II fracture. 
The question arises whether a combination of Modes 
I and II takes place, and if so, whether the effect of 
Mode I is significant. 

To discuss the questions, consider first linear elastic 
fracture mechanics, which generally yields acceptable 
approximations for the fracture of concrete despite its 
nonlinearity, provided that the variation of the energy 
required for crack growth is somehow determined sepa
rately. Under the assumption of linearity, the loading 
used in the present tests can be decomposed into symme
tric and antisymmetric parts corresponding to fracture 
Modes I (tensile) and II (in-plane shear) (see fig. 14). 

(b) 

(a) 

P/2 

P/2 

MODEl 

P 

(c) 

+ 

P/2 

MODE II 

Fig. 14. - Decomposition of loading into synnetric: and anmymmetric: 
pans. 

Ideally, the antisymmetric loading shown in figure 14 
should be applied in the tests, however, it would be 
much more difficult to realize, due to the need to apply 
tensile loads on concrete and to control a proportional 
increase of a greater number of loads. Nevertheless, 
the superimposed symmetric loading (fig. 14) should 
not prevent treating our specimen as approximately a 
Mode II fracture specimen, for the following reasons. 

The loading in figure 14b, which bears much more 
similarity to the Brazilian tests than does the actual 
loading used (fig. 14a), produces in the ligament sec
tion transverse normal stresses that are tensile in the 
middle and compressive near the notches, as is indica
ted by the result of linear elastic finite element analysis 
(fig. 15). The symmetric loading produces a symmetric 
stress singularity at the tip of each of the notches or 
the cracks emanating from them. This singularity is 
characterized by nonzero Mode I stress intensity factor 
Kr. However, Kr is negative because the transverse 
normal stresses near the notch or crack tips are 



compressive. Thus, a linearly elastic calculation indica
tes horizontal displacements which imply overlapping 
of the material on the cracks. Such overlapping is 
impossible, and instead of it compressive stresses are 
generated across the cracks. These stresses eliminate 
the singularity and cause that KI = 0 at the crack tip. 
Thus, there can be no Mode I fracture, and so the 
loading in figure 14a cannot involve a combination of 
modes (combination of KI and KII) but a pure Mode 
II situation at the crack tip, same as does the antisym
metric loadin~ in fi~ure 14c. 

An exception to the preceding argument is the initial 
state at which the crack extension from the notch 
is zero. Since the notch has a finite width, material 
overlapping does not occur (except if the displacements 
are too large), and so a negative value of KI is possible 
for the symmetric loading part (fig. 14b). However, 
this fact is irrelevant for the failure of the specimens 
tested, because the failure, i. e., the maximum load, did 
not occur right at the beginning of crack propagation 
but later, after a finite growth of the cracks from the 
notches. 

According to linearly elastic fracture mechanics, 
there is no possibility for the cracks to begin in the 
middle of the ligament section rather than at the 
notches, because there is no stress singularity there. 
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Thus, as long as linear elastic analysis is adequate for 
the overall response of the specimen, tensile fracture 
can have no significant role in the failure. 

This conclusion is also supported by linearly elastic 
finite element results based on elements larger than 
aggregate size which are too coarse to represent stress 
singularities. These results (fig. 15) indicate that the 
maximum principal stress, which is tensile near the 
notch or crack tip and occurs in a strongly inclined 
direction, is much larger in magnitude than the maxi
mum principal stress (tensile) in the center of the liga
ment. Thus, the crack cannot be assumed to start at 
the center of the cross section but must initiate from 
the notch tips and propagate continuously toward the 
center. Now, as clearly seen from the tests, the cracks 
propagate straight along the ligament section rather 
than in strongly inclined directions from the notches, 
while the maximum principal tensile stress is strongly 
inclined. Thus, the cracks which begin at the notches 
cannot be considered as tensile. They represent shear 
cracks, although microscopically they may consist of a 
row of inclined tensile microcracks prior to the forma
tion of the final continuous fracture. 

More realistic finite element results can be obtained 
by nonlinear analysis based on the crack band theory, 
which has been shown to agree well with many different 
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types of fracture test data (see fig. 13). Although this 
analysis indicates a somewhat smaller inclination of the 
tensile microcracks than the linear elastic analysis, the 
inclination of these microcracks is still significant; 31 0 

as shown in figure 13. Thus, the band of microcracks 
emanating from the notches cannot be considered as 
tensile fracture but as shear fracture affected by tensile 
stresses. Furthermore, while the microcrack inclination 
near the notches is smaller than that from linear elastic 
analysis, the inclination obtained for the middle of the 
ligament section is larger (220 in fig. 13). This indicates 
that even in the latest stage of failure, after the peak 
load, the overall fracture is not tensile. 

Neither the linear nor the nonlinear finite element 
analysis based on the crack band theory permits the 
crack to initiate at the middle of the cross section. 
Thus, the horizontal tensile stresses which are produced 
at the middle of the ligament cannot be the cause of 
failure. In discussing a preliminary proposal for the 
present type of specimen [25], Ingraffea and Panthaki 
argued at a recent conference [28] that, due to the 
existence of horizontal tensile stresses at the middle of 
the ligament the specimen might be failing in Mode I, 
with the crack originating from the middle of the liga
ment, similarly to the Brazilian split cylinder test. Howe
ver, from the preceding analysis it is clear that this is 
not the case. Another argument for dissimilarity from 
the Brazilian test is provided by the size effect, analysed 
in this paper. It was found that the maximum loads 
for geometrically similar specimens of different sizes 
agree quite well with the size effect law. This law can 
apply only for failures due to distributed fracturing 
(strain-softening) which do not involve any plastic dissi
pation (i. e., failure due to yield at constant stress). The 
nonlinear finite element analysis of the specimens used 
indicates no plasticized zones. In the Brazilian test, 
however, failure involves plastic deformation in wedge
shaped zones under the loads. Due to this additional 
plastic energy dissipation, the size effect in the Brazilian 
test cannot be as strong as indicated by the size effect 
law, but must be much weaker, especially for large 
specimens in which the zones of distributed cracking 
(strain-softening) localize into a smaller fraction of the 
total specimen volume. According to a private commu
nication by Dr. Hasekawa and Dr. Shioya made at 
Shimizu Institute of Technology, Chiba, Japan, in May 
1985, such a milder size effect, disappearing for larger 
size specimens, is indeed observed in the Brazilian test, 
but not in the present shear fracture tests. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Shear fracture (i. e., Mode II fracture) of concrete 
exists. 

2. Like the tensile (Mode I) fracture, the shear 
. (Mode II) fracture follows the size effect law of blunt 
fracture [11]. This implies that a large fracture process 
zone must exist at the fracture front, and that nonlinear 
fracture mechanics should be used, except possibly for 
extremely large structures. 
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3. The maximum aggregate size da appears accepta
ble as a characteristic length for the size effect law. 
This further implies that the size of the fracture process 
zone at the maximum load is approximately a certain 
fixed mUltiple of the maximum aggregate size. 

4. The R-curve for the shear fracture may be 
obtained from the size effect law as the envelope of all 
fracture equilibrium curves for geometrically similar 
specimens of various sizes. 

5. The shear (Mode II) fracture energy for the pre
sent type of test appears to be about 25-times larger 
than the tensile (Mode I) fracture energy. This large 
difference may probably be explained by the fact that 
shear fracture energy includes not only the energy to 
create inclined tensile microcracks in the fracture pro
cess zone, but also the energy required to break the 
shear resistance due to interlock of aggregate and other 
asperities on rough crack surfaces behind the crack 
front. 

6. The direction normal to the maximum principal 
stress cannot be considered, in general, as the direction 
of crack propagation in concrete. Rather, fracture 
seems to propagate in the direction for which the energy 
release rate from the entire structure is maximized. 

7. The present test specimen does not undergo per
fectly anti symmetric deformation. Nevertheless, the 
symmetric deformation component has apparently only 
a small disturbing effect because, in the sense of linear 
elastic fracture mechanics, the Mode I stress intensity 
factor is not positive. According to both linear and 
nonlinear finite element analysis, the maximum princi
pal tensile stresses occur at the notches. So the cracks 
must originate also at the notches and propagate 
inward. This means that the fracture mode is essentially 
shear and that the effect of the transverse tensile strain 
at the middle of ligament cannot be significant. 
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Essais de rupture en cisaillement du beton. - 0 n a 
procede aux essais en rupture d' echantillons de heton 
et de mortier a entailles symhriques dans Ie voisinage 
desquelles s' exerraient des efforts concentres qui ont 
determine une zone de concentration de contraintes de 
cisaillement. Les fissures a partir des entailles ne se sont 
pas propagees dans la direction normale a la contrainte 
maximale principale mais dans une direction ou domi
naient les contraintes de cisaillement. L' endommagement 
est donc da d'abord a une rupture de cisaillement (Mode 
II). La direction de propagation des fissures parait 
dherminee par Ie taux maximal de restitution d'energie. 
Les essais de corps d' epreuve geomhriquement simi/aires 
indiquent des charges maxim ales qui concordent avec la 
loi recemment etablie de [' effet de dimension pour les 
ruptures qui etaient precedemment verifiees pour les rup-
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tures en tension (Mode I). Ceci par la suite implique que 
[' energie requise pour la croissance de fissure augmente 
avec ['extension de fissure a partir de [' entaille. Plus la 
fissure est loin de l' entaille, plus if faut d' energie. La 
courbe de resistance que decrit ce phenomene se 
dhermine a partir de [' effet de dimension. Celui-ci 
determine egalement [' energie de rupture en cisaillement 
qui se trouve etre environ 25 fois superieure a celle de la 
rupture en tension et concorder avec la valeur annoncee 
par Ie modele de bande de fissure. Le corps d' epreuve 
de rupture est simple d' emploi mais pas parfaitement 
ada pte a la rupture par cisaillement du fait que la 
deformation presente une composante symhrique avec 
la contrainte normale a travers Ie plan de fissuration. 
Neanmoins, les effets perturbateurs semblent etre negli
geables. Les resultats presentent de ['interet pour certains 
types de structures exposees a des charges concentrees 
sismiques d'impact et explosives. 
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